
 

   

   

Hello and welcome to the latest edition of UDLearning Bites. Each
month we bring you a curated selection of videos from our
extensive video library.

This month’s edition is about our Urban Challenge project. Over
200 people were involved in a series of events looking at future
options for the way we plan, design and manage cities and towns
to meet climate change, equality and health challenges. The work
ended by proposing four interlinked objectives – to reduce miles
travelled but not journeys, support local living, rebalance activity
across urban areas and allow for more flexible and imaginative
use of buildings. None of these can easily be achieved without the
others. These four led us to develop the Multi-Timed City concept
which draws each objective together at different spatial scales. 

All this is explained here.

You will find Bites below from a range of talks by Urban Challenge
Contributors.

Best wishes, 
Esther Kurland, Head of UDL

Introducing the Urban Challenge

Update on UDL's Urban Challenge Project
Esther Kurland, UDL

Esther introduces UDL's Urban Challenge project which aims
to promote sustainable living practices that focus on local
communities.

3 minute watch >

https://mcusercontent.com/7a7866a373b41d4dfb2cefa31/files/87a7d976-690f-f9d4-9c02-6ee98e545602/UDL_Urban_Challenge_A5_Summary_doc_v4.4.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/7a7866a373b41d4dfb2cefa31/files/87a7d976-690f-f9d4-9c02-6ee98e545602/UDL_Urban_Challenge_A5_Summary_doc_v4.4.pdf
https://vimeo.com/774660201
https://vimeo.com/774660201


Better City Structures

The Need for Polycentric Cities
Yolande Barnes, Bartlett Real Estate Institute UCL

Yolande discusses how cities have changed through history
and how the pandemic further propelled changes. She also
looks at how the cities of the future will be more polycentric
and people-centric, accommodating the digital age.

10 minute watch >

Masterplanning for Tomorrow's Cities
Adam Scott, Freestate

Adam discusses how to build a people-centric city, by
focusing on policy, governance and understanding people's
needs. He presents the paradox of being socially useful as
well as commercially astute.

10 minute watch >

Supporting Local Living

The Need for a Suburban Neighbourhood Rennaisance?
Elanor Warwick, Clarion Housing

Elanor discusses the suburbs and their role in the urban
environment, the history of suburban sprawl and the need for
a suburban renaissance and how to achieve it. 

15 minute watch >

https://vimeo.com/776101729
https://vimeo.com/776101729
https://vimeo.com/776110860
https://vimeo.com/776110860
https://vimeo.com/776207705
https://vimeo.com/776207705


Aiming for Less Miles Travelled, Not Less Journeys

The Need for Connected Soft Transport Hubs
Ed Parnham, Space Syntax

Ed discusses the Soft Hub project which was created in
response to the pandemic, and aimes to address both short
term needs (mainly reducing pressure on public transport)
and long term issues like health, climate change, and the
environment.

11 minute watch >

The Need for Community Logistics Hubs
Ian Brooker, Jacobs

Ian discusses the rapidly growing use of electric delivery
vehicles for last mile delivery to reduce emissions. He also
looks at the challenges associated with this, such as the lack
of space for logistics hubs, and the need for incentives to
encourage businesses to use these hubs.

17 minute watch >

Mobility Innovation: How mobility hubs & demand
responsive buses can help
Mark Andersen, Go Ahead Group

Mark discusses the concept of mobility hubs, which are
environments for complimentary transport modes to
collaborate in a way that is sustainable, convenient and cost
efficient.

9 minute watch >

Better Use of Buildings

https://vimeo.com/776242759
https://vimeo.com/776242759
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/780314707
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/780314707
https://vimeo.com/780387982
https://vimeo.com/780387982


Re-thinking How Buildings Are Used
Frances Holliss, London Metropolitan University

Frances discusses building typology and her research around
the "work-home". She argues that a combination of spatial
generosity, visibility, and flexibility is important for effective
use of buildings for different purposes. 

18 minute watch >

New Shared Ways of Living 
Kyle Buchanan, Archio

Kyle discusses the changing nature of how we live in our
homes and looks at examples of co-housing, community land
trusts and shared living typologies, highlighting how they can
provide resources and create more nuanced living
arrangements. 

8 minute watch >

The Need for Better Quality Buildings
Adam Selvey, Ramboll

Adam discusses the need for people to be more connected
and balanced between home and work, with dedicated
workspaces and improved home environments that are
conducive to better health and performance.

4 minute watch >

The Multi-Time City

https://vimeo.com/789652603
https://vimeo.com/789652603
https://vimeo.com/789708485
https://vimeo.com/789708485
https://vimeo.com/789734415
https://vimeo.com/789734415


Planning a Multi-Time City
Sebastian Weise, Place Changers

Sebastian introduces the multi-time city and discusses
supporting active travel choices to ensure we are connecting
places well.

9 minute watch >

Different Perspectives on the City
Ben Reason, LiveWork

Ben discusses the concept of reclaiming public space,
especially parking space, for social activities, green space
and bringing more services to people such as outdoor
markets.

3 minute watch >
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